ANNE’S UNIQUE PROGRAMS……
view dentistry through a different lens. Anne is passionate about creating an environment that promotes exciting careers for dental professionals. Always curious, always questioning, her unique approach has created a revolution in how we think about ourselves professionally.

• Cutting edge information
• Interactive and fun
• Fabulous raffles
• Wonderful door prizes
• Exciting networking

Register now!
Friday, May 1, 2020

Pennsylvania Dental Hygienists’ Association
Harrisburg, PA

Presents
Navigating the workplace landscape…. clinical updates, patient care products, and legal compliance issues

Fabulous raffle!
Crown Seating Modified English QAC Saddle - Value $875
Tickets: one for $10 / Three for $25
No purchase limit!

Clinical challenges
Navigating the workplace landscape....
clinical updates, patient care products, and legal compliance issues - 4 CEU

The dental hygiene practice landscape is constantly changing. Today’s mobile society is affecting how and where we practice. It can be really hard to keep up with the latest science, the newest products, and workforce shifts. Factor in shifting family obligations, relocating to a new community, the retirement of a long-term employer, or a new boss who changes the practice dynamics.

Whether you have a permanent position or work as a temporary in the new gig economy, are you prepared a to deliver the best of care? And are you up to date with information that complies with your state practice act?

Every practice is different, and every day is different, but gone are the days when it is acceptable operate under “but that is how we’ve always done it mantra”. Patients deserve better, and so do clinicians. Attendees will be armed with strategies that minimize the bumps in the road and maximize their clinical judgement skills. Leave with a practical, strategic roadmap for workplace success!

- Learn why dysbiosis a more accurate way to describe disease
- Understand how new products enhance clinical and diagnostic efficacy
- Compare options to desensitize and remineralize
- Learn foolproof ways to reduce workplace drama
- Create your unique work survival kit
- Recognize benefits and downsides of temp work vs. a permanent position

Anne Nugent Guignon, RDH, MPH, CSP is internationally recognized for her numerous contributions to dental hygiene and dentistry over the last four decades. She is a practicing clinician, columnist, feature writer and Senior Consulting Editor for RDH Magazine and has authored textbook chapters on ergonomics and power driven scaling. Anne has been involved in the development and testing for a wide range of clinical products and equipment. She holds an adjunct faculty position at the University of Texas Dental School and was honored as the 2004 Philips RDH Mentor of the Year, received the 2009 ADHA Colgate Irene Newman Award, recognized in 2012 as one of the Top 25 Women in Dentistry by Dental Products Report, received the 2016 RDH Magazine Reader’s Choice Most Effective Educator Award and nominated for the 2013 CNN Home Town Heroes Award. In 2015 Anne was awarded the National Speakers Association Certified Speaking Professional Credential, the highest earned designation for professional speakers.